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9847 Crypts of the
Dead Quests MMH 68-7240 CryptsOfTheDead 2012-08-09

This is a witch hunt type quest. You will meet a breton
woman at the Eight Plates in Balmora, and she will tell

you a story of a foul necromancer and her students
hiding out in a local cemetery. She will pay you a

LARGE sum if you venture into "Crypts of The Dead"
and kill the necromancers. ...

9636 Imperial
Guards v4.0 NPCs MMH 64-15137 CryptsOfTheDead 2014-01-07

This is a plugin I made for personal use which changes
a few things with the Imperial Guards. #1. I noticed

that the Imperial Guards in the game were labled just
"GUARD" and that always bothered me. Other guards

such as Telvanni, Hlaalu, Redoran all are labled
"Hlaalu Guard, "Telvanni ...

9635 Imperial
Guards v3.0 NPCs MMH 64-5841 CryptsOfTheDead 2011-10-07

This is a plugin I made for personal use which changes
a few things with the Imperial Guards. #1. I noticed

that the Imperial Guards in the game were labled just
"GUARD" and that always bothered me. Other guards

such as Telvanni, Hlaalu, Redoran all are labled
"Hlaalu Guard, "Telv...

9536
Advanced

Travel
Services NPCs

v1.1
NPCs MMH 64-5705 CryptsOfTheDead 2011-10-02

This is a simple mod actually, which changes the travel
agents in Morrowind. It only took me like 4 hours to

cover all the NPCs. There's not that many. All
Caravaners, and Boat Masters have been covered. If I
missed any, please email me, and I will do an update.

Changes are:

6796
Imperial

Legion Goods
v2.0

Factions MMH 35-15138 CryptsOfTheDead 2014-01-07

This plugin adds Supply Chests to the Imperial Legion
Forts. It always bothered me that the Fighters and

Mages Guilds have them, but not the Legion, so now
they do. You will find the chests at the following Forts:
Fort Pelagiad (Pelagiad) Fort Darius (Gnisis) Madach

Tradehous...

6795
Imperial

Legion Goods
v1.0

Factions MMH 35-5843 CryptsOfTheDead 2011-10-07

This plugin adds Supply Chests to the Imperial Legion
Forts. It always bothered me that the Fighters and

Mages Guilds have them, but not the Legion, so now
they do. You will find the chests at the following Forts:
Fort Pelagiad (Pelagiad) Fort Darius (Gnisis) Madach

Tradehous...

4280 Book of
Disease Books MMH 11-15141 CryptsOfTheDead 2014-01-07

Ever since I began playing Morrowind, I always
wanted a book which explained diseases, their

potency, their symptoms and possible cures. I'm not
sure if a book like this has been done before, but I did

it any way. The book was written by a well known
NPC, Socia Caristiana. Remember the quest, "Cl...

4265 Alchemy Book
v1.3 Books MMH 11-15140 CryptsOfTheDead 2014-01-07

Adds an Alchemy book to the Census and Excise
Office. You will find it on the bookshelf as you are
leaving to go see Sellus Gravius. It's free for the

taking, and since I made the value of the book only 1
gold, it's not much of a cheat, however, for those who

feel it is a cheat, then feel free to...

4264 Alchemy Book
v1.2 Books MMH 11-11764 CryptsOfTheDead 2012-11-03

Adds an Alchemy book to the Census and Excise
Office. You will find it on the bookshelf as you are
leaving to go see Sellus Gravius. It's free for the

taking, and since I made the value of the book only 1
gold, it's not much of a cheat, however, for those who

feel it is a cheat, then feel free to...

3803
Imperial

Tradehouse
v1.2

Stores and
Merchants MMH 80-15139 CryptsOfTheDead 2014-01-07

The biggest beef I've had since I began playing
Morrowind, is there are no places that sell entire sets

of Imperial Armor, and as far as I know, there is no
place which sells the Imperial Skirt and Belt. You can
get "common" copies, but that's it. It also annoyed me

that there are no s...

3802
Imperial

Tradehouse
v1.0

Stores and
Merchants MMH 80-5844 CryptsOfTheDead 2011-10-07

The biggest beef I've had since I began playing
Morrowind, is there are no places that sell entire sets

of Imperial Armor, and as far as I know, there is no
place which sells the Imperial Skirt and Belt. You can
get "common" copies, but that's it. It also annoyed me

that there are no s...

422 Aria Keep v2.0 Houses MMH 44-15142 CryptsOfTheDead 2014-01-07

This is a large Imperial Keep, placed North of
Ebonheart. The keep is more of a small village, and

consists of 54 cells and 61 NPCS. Each NPC has their
own unique dialogue, topics and greetings. A word of

warning... This mod was created for the Imperial
player at heart, which I am. Eve...
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421 Aria Keep v1.4 Houses MMH 44-14809 CryptsOfTheDead 2013-06-12

This is a large Imperial Keep, placed North of
Ebonheart. The keep is more of a small village, and

consists of 54 cells and 61 NPCS. Each NPC has their
own unique dialogue, topics and greetings. A word of

warning... This mod was created for the Imperial
player at heart, which I am. Eve...


